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A directed graph G without loops or multiple edges is said to be antisymmetric if for 
ach pair of distinct vertices of G (say u and u), G contains at most one of the two pas- 
sible directed edges with end-vertices u and u. 1~ this paper we study edge-sets &# of 3n 
antisymmetric graph G with the following extremal property: By deleting all edges of 
from G we obtain an acyclic graph, buo by deleting from C all edges of A9except one 
edge, we always obtain a graph containing a cycle. It is proved (in 
has the above mentioned property, then the replazing of each edg 
c wioh the opposite dire&on has the same effect as deletion: the 
er we study the order of cyclicit:v of G (= the minimal number of edges 
and the maximai order of eyeliciity in an antisymmetric graph VGth given 
number n of vertices. it is shown that for rz < 10 this number is equal to the maximal 
num&x of edge-disjoint circuits in the compiete (undirected) graph with n vertices and 
for A = 10 (and for an infinite set of ~1’s) the first number is greater than the latter. 
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be an undirected graph. sign to every edge e = [x, y] E E&G’) 
electing one 0 points (say x) to ije the initial 
(y) to be the terminal vertex of es then we obtain 
from G. It is Ck!iU tht fro a undirected graplh G one 
= I different ckected graphs (G,, C,, . . . . c,k, wihere 
t of directed graphs will be denoted by a(G). Ob- 
ph of SZ(G) is antisymmetric and is the set of all 
le to~~maments with the given set of vertices . Since every 
ph of s complete graph with the same vertex-set V(G), 
c graph i$ a subgraph of a tournament which has the 
tournaments T (and only tournamen f‘s) have the 
c V(T)] =+ [exactly WP of (x, y), ( yc x) belongs to E(T)]. 
ed graph and C a connected regular quadratic stib- 
C be a circuit of C). Then C is ::aid to be a cycle of G 
if every vertex u of C is an initial vertex of exactly one edge 
s not ccntain any cycle. e use aiso the foi- 
and EG(+ V) denote the ts of edges for which 
vertex, respectively, and we say that 
(v) = 1E& u)l is the outflow, and the inflow, 
is a regularly directed graph 
= w&) for every v E V(G). 
cted grizph Qstd let = (Ii,, k,, ..+.) h,) be II 
is an acyclic graph. Denote by Gi 
te from G all the edges belongit+zg 
dhined from G by chugging the 
Then C’ is acyclic iff none of 
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) for every directed’ graph G. If G is 
(G) with the property that 6, = G - 
and I I#l = p(G), then rlsle ~r&a~l? G ’ obtained from G reversing all edges 
is &a ucyck 
roof. Clearly, p(G) < v(G). he tfleorem is true for an acyclic gr;sph. 
Suppose that G contains at least one cycle. Let N = (h,, h,, . . . . h,,) bc 
a subset of E(G) with the property that G,, = G - H is acyclic and 
n = p(C). Then for every f = I, 2, . . . . n, the graph Gi = GO “J {hi) eon- 
tains at least one cycle (because otherwise n > l(G)) and therefore, ac- 
cording to Theorem 1 1 G’ is acyclic. This ilnplies v(G) < sn and ~((3 = v(G). 
The fact that p(G) = P(G) has been known for some time. 
covered independently and through different means by two groups c>f 
mathematicians, one in Bratislava (F. Glivjak, P, Kys and J. Pltsnik) and 
the other in Novosibirsk (before 1967 according to a communication 
of AA. Zykov), but botk mentioned results remained unpublished. The 
preceding proof shows th:at this result is an easy consequence of our 
more general Theorem 1 {Ibecause there II can be differe t from /j(G)). 
Some further definitions: The number p(G) = v(G) w 1 be c&d or&r 
of cyclicity of 6. Let A, be the set of all (non-isomorphic) antisymme- 
tric directed graphs on n llertices. Then A,# is a finite set and we can de- 
fine the functions G(n) and I on the set of all natural number:, as 
follows: 
&n)= max (~(G:I), 
GEA, 
I is the maximal number of edge-disjoint circuits in 
:ottr& /’ Ordw of cyclkity of an tisymmetric directed gmphs 
In) with the prop- 
m orientatisn of 
as lbeeil proved by Chartrand, Celler and 
n-l+;(2n-- I), 
very turd k #n the f;ollowing holds: 
(2k) + ;(2n - 2k) - 2krii - 21r2 - lc . 
is odd and m = 2n 
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Suppose that S > 2 1) or, in other words, that 
This implies that I+@~~) > n and nr(vi) > n for every j > 2k - 1. 
2n 2n 
) = S + i_& 7rT(vi) > 2k(n - 1) + (2n - 2k)n 
= 2n2 - 2k = n(2n = 2k/n)> n(2n -- 1). 
But this is a contradiction because 
2n 
~#.$I = n(2n - 1 j l 
S > 2k(n - 1) leads to a contradiction. Therefore S G 2k(?2 - 1). 
Clearly 
= k(2k - 1) 
and P = S - k(2k - 1) is the number of edges e of T havin 
that the initial vertex of e belongs to P and the terminal 
then 
The minimal ,number of vertices of a cycle (and also ot’ a circuit) 
heeizfore jC( III= ; (2) = K( 1) = IQ( 2) = 0. For ua = 3 there are on1 
non-isomorphic tournaments anId it is trivial to verify that 
a tournament with 4 vertices and with the property that 
us denote the vertices of r by q, u2, u3, u4 in su.ch 
r(U2) G AT G 7t7-(U4). Clearly, 0 G X*(Vi) f 3. 
T(~lq)= 3), then u1 (or uq) cannot belong: to any 
d in thii case ~(7’) = ~(7 - (x)) < &.3) = 1 (where x = q 
hat x,~(I.+) > 0 and ~(u~7r < 3. Then 
&Ji I= 1 = fl+J& 9rT(V3) = 2 = qV(U4). 
as the property that its initial vertex bl+ 
nal vzrtex belongs to {v~! u4 ), because 
two edges (+(q) + rr&,$) = 2) and owe 
is implies that T - (e) cannot contain any 
ck and p(T) = 3. Therefore ; (4) = u(4) = 1. 
i(5) < 2 + i(4) = 3, and from Lemma 2, 
diateBy that i(5) = K(S) = 3. AC 
values of K <are. respectively, 3, 
of Lemma 2 it suffices to prove that i(m) G x(m). To ob- 
= jp 7,9 use (3.2) with n = 2, 3,4, respectkely; 
, and for FPI = 8 use (3.3) with k = 2 and 
er ra 
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. 1. A tournament T” with 10 vcrticces hwing the property that rp(T*) = 15. 
[Ui, U$ E. T” )- Using the r~ults of Lemmas 2 and 3 and Theorem 3, one 
can easily find that 1% < & I Qj G 15 and therefore ;( 1 Oj = 15. 
5. U’;(n) > K(n), then ;(3kn) > K(3k n). 
roof. Let ‘r be a tournament with N vertices q, ti2, ..*, u, such that 
p(T) = i(n) > K(N), and let T* be the tournament with the vertices 
1 j9 . . . . vn( 1 ), q (2 j, . . . . v,(2), t.9 (3), ..-, v,(3) constructed as 
follows: 
(l)foreveryi= 1 , 2, 3 the subtourriament 1-i of T’* (where 
= &(O, q(i), ...t uJz j)) is isomorphic to T and [ uk, uj] E E(T) implies 
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is clear that the graph H = G - E3, 
= 7tH(Ui( l)j for Wt%lY i = 1, 2, . ..) Fl. 
ecawe w= (V(T,)u 
for every i = 1 9 2,s 
t K(3$l) < + 2 + 3K4IZ). 
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